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Dear Partners,
We enclose our report for 2016 and the first
half of 2017 and are pleased with the
continuing progress of the Company in all five
of our operational markets.
As in the previous years, we concentrated on
developing our companies and creating new
business opportunities. Of particular
significance in this period has been the
structural and shareholding changes that are
taking taken place which we believe will
enhance the focus and direction of the
Company . Mr Pavel Vojtek has relinquished
his share of the business which has been
taken up by the three operational directors.
Having successfully guided the Company
through its first four years, Mr Andrew Quirke
takes on the role of Managing Director with
Allan LaGrange continuing as Underwriting
Director, and Mr Pavel Tempir responsible for
Technology and Systems. The management
team under these three directors remain as
before. These changes enable a concentrated
management team to develop the
opportunities that continue to present
themselves for our classes of insured
business in Central Europe and the UK.
Key highlights in 2016 have been an increase
in group policies registered of 63%; an
increase in our sales outlets of 35%; a
continuation of our existing arrangements
with our key insurers; the effective
management of the customer call centre, and
the development of our supporting teams in
Holesov and Prague. Sales in 2016 showed
increases of 30% in Czech; 70% in Slovakia;
80% in UK; 105% in Hungary and 500% in
Poland from a very low start.
We moved our Headquarters to an office
Complex in Chodov on the outskirts of Prague.
We also opened a second Polish office in
Warsaw and moved into modern offices in
central Budapest.

The decision to centralise our claims handling
in Prague and our administration team in
Holesov is working very well. In both divisions
we have multi lingual experts able to
communicate and provide administration
services with all countries in the region.
ANV Syndicate 5820– our Lloyds syndicate
responsible for the majority of our insurance
arrangements - was purchased by the
internationally recognised AmTrust Insurance
Group in January 2017. AmTrust have met the
DEFEND management team and reviewed the
operation in depth. As a result they have
expressed their confidence in the continuing
management of the Company and its plans for
further growth in the next three years.
With our latest IT cloud based systems now
fully in place, the management team can keep
a rigorous day to day control of all facets of
the business and identify weaknesses where
corrective action may be necessary.
Our total staffing has now reached 45 and
whilst continued growth requires additional
personnel nevertheless we are mindful of
maintaining and improving the very efficient
staff revenue ratio.
DEFEND INSURANCE GROUP continues to be
the leading regional supplier of insurance
protection services in the automotive sector
with a budget for more than 130,000 policies
under administration in 2018. We anticipate
consolidating this position in the coming
months.

Andrew Quirke
Commercial & Managing Director
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OUR BUSINESS MISSION

We continue to be the market leading CEE
speciality insurance administrator and Cover
Holder at Lloyd’s of London, the world's leading
insurance market. Together with new market
opportunities in the UK and the Republic of
Ireland we are expanding both geographically
and financially.
We provide bespoke automotive insurance
solutions to our clients across the region, with a
focus on GAP (Guaranteed Asset Protection),
extended warranty on new and used cars and
trucks and a range of Smart insurance products
featuring non mechanical elements of vehicles
such as body, paint, wheels and tyres.
Our business operates under a number of Lloyd’s
binding authorities as well as with local carriers
backed by Lloyd’s reinsurance. This provides us
with flexibility and the ability to respond quickly
to customers' needs when launching new
programmes.

We operate through more than 900 automotive
dealers, 140 independent brokers and 20 fleet
and leasing management companies across all
markets (excluding the UK and ROI).
Our goal for 2017 is to restructure and re focus
the ownership of the company and develop
further the 15 years of management experience
that has been invested by the Directors.
Continuation of the excellent growth record of
the last three years with double digit percentage
increase will reinforce the position of the
Company as the leading regional supplier of
insurance services in the automotive sector.

Our companies constantly strive to exceed
client expectations by developing and
delivering market leading products and
services. We provide profit and innovative
solutions for our partners and significantly
contribute to customer satisfaction and
loyalty of clients towards our partners.
We cover key areas of concern in the
automotive industry:
ź
ź
ź
ź

While DEFEND INSURANCE GROUP provides a
wide range of insurance products for
vehicles, DEFEND SOLUTIONS GROUP is
developing a strong partnership with British
market leader GardX International Ltd.

Insurance
Protection
Safety
Digital merchandising

During the past 5 years, DEFEND INSURANCE
GROUP has grown significantly and has
established a strong presence in all 5
markets with long-term, solid relationships
with their key partners.
Our programmes are designed to develop
new relevant market place products as well
as reflecting current trends.

During the past 2 years we have
successfully launched vehicle protection
system to the Czech, Slovakian and
Hungarian markets where we are reporting a
solid growth. First half of 2017 sees new
investment in a state-of-the-art
merchandising platform DEFEND SpinCar
with full 360° vehicle interior and exterior
rotation.

DEFEND INSURANCE GROUP
Insurance Division

DEFEND SOLUTIONS GROUP
Product Division

CZECH REPUBLIC

SLOVAKIA

HUNGARY

POLAND

UNITED KINGDOM

DEFEND FINANCE s.r.o.

DEFEND FINANCE s.r.o.

DEFEND Insurance Kft.

DEFEND Insurance Sp. z o.o.

DEFEND Insurance Ltd.

DEFEND INSURANCE GROUP companies are
incorporated in five countries with six offices
across CEE market - in the Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Hungary, Poland and the UK.
źHeadquarters: Prague
źBack Office: Holešov
źService Offices: Prague

Warsaw
Katowice
Bratislava
Budapest

Warsaw

Three of five DEFEND INSURANCE GROUP
companies can boast the status of
Coverholder at Lloyd’s, namely in the Czech
Republic, Slovakia and Poland.
In January 2017 it was announced that our
main Lloyd’s syndicated underwriter – ANV
Syndicates Ltd., - would be taken over by
AmTrust Syndicates Ltd.
AmTrust Syndicates is a division of AmTrust
Financial Services Inc. who became a publicly
traded company on the NASDAQ in 2006.
AmTrust is a globally recognised insurance
“A” rated company well established in the
major world markets for 20 years and already
with a major presence in Lloyd's of London.
The added strength that AmTrust brings to the
relationship with DEFEND has been cemented
following reviews of the DEFEND book of
business. AmTrust have indicated their full
support for the current and forward strategic
plans of the Company.

Lloyd’s Security
Lloyd’s of London is one of the oldest and
most respected English insurance markets,
in business for over 325 years (since 1688).
Lloyd’s currently enjoys an A rating from A. M.
Best, an A+ from Standard & Poor’s and a
rating of AA- from Fitch.
Operating under Lloyd’s binding authorities,
DEFEND is authorized to bind and administer
insurance locally on behalf of Lloyd’s.
Besides Lloyd’s, our business works with
local carriers such as CIG Pannonia and
Acasta European Insurance backed by Lloyd’s
reinsurance, giving us flexibility and ability to
quickly respond to our customer’s needs
when designing and launching new insurance
programmes.

About AmTrust
AmTrust a multinational property and casualty insurer providing
underwriting for speciality risk solutions as a Lloyd’s Syndicate. Lloyd’s
syndicate 5820 managed by AmTrust underwrites business in five
specialty areas including Consumer Products and Motorist Protection.
DEFEND INSURANCE GROUP works closely with the AmTrust team in
London, which is focused on delivering flexible, bespoke and relevant
solutions for clearly defined customer groups.
About CIG Pannonia
CIG Pannonia is an insurance company founded and led by Hungarian
management which has successfully grown, expanded its network of
partners and today enjoys a respectable position in the market. In 2010
the company went successfully public and is now registered on the
Budapest Stock Exchange
About Acasta
Acasta European Insurance Company Limited is a dynamic and
responsive insurer that offers its services and products throughout
Europe since 2012. Acasta offer a wide range of insurance products,
underwriting capacity and a flexible and inovative approach.

With an experienced eye for innovative
products and the ability to bring them quickly
to market, DEFEND INSURANCE GROUP helps
its partners provide competitive and valueadded benefits to complement their products
in their market place.

In addition to partner-branded programmes,
DEFEND offers the following Extended
Warranty, GAP, SMART and newly launched
MOT insurance programmes for new and used
cars and trucks.

DEFEND Car Protect New Car Warranty

These programmes can be tailored to suit our
partners’ needs and each product can be
branded for the individual dealer.

DEFEND Car Protect Used Car Warranty

Warranty Programme Options:
Warranty Periods 6, 9, 12, 24, 36 and 48 months
Deductible
0, 200 EUR and 400 EUR
Claims Limits
2 000 EUR, 4 000 EUR,
8 000 EUR and Invoice Value
Km Limits/Year 10 000, 20 000, 30 000,
40 000 km and Unlimited

DEFEND Truck Protect Warranty

DEFEND Gap®

Our DEFEND Gap® range has been designed to
suit all circumstances and all pockets! We offer
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5-year term + ANNUAL payment
available for ALL products!
DEFEND Gap® MINI, MINI PLUS and FLEX have
been designed especially for used-car dealers to
add-value and enhance profit.

DEFEND Gap® Economy

DEFEND Gap® ECONOMY is the best solutions for
cheaper cars.
In 2017 we will launch a brand new line of
DEFEND Gap® programmes designed for electric
and hybrid cars - the first one in the market.

DEFEND Smart Protect

„Small & Medium Accident Repair Technology”
S.M.A.R.T insurance covers dents, scratches,
chips and scuffs smaller than 15 cm.

DEFEND Technical Control

MOT Insurance DEFEND Technical Control has
been launched in 2017 and covers the cost of
repairs of the covered part being cited on a
notification of refusal to issue an MOT certificate.

DEFEND INSURANCE GROUP is proud to have
experienced and responsive teams managing
all major areas of our business: key account
management, policy administration,
reporting, claims handling, compliance,
finance and marketing.
In the middle of 2017 our companies
numbered more than 45 people throughout
the region, with our Head Office in Prague
providing management, strategy and control
and our Holešov office providing centralised
policy administration.

We appreciate the hard work of our team and
we want them to know it. Apart from moving
some of our offices to more comfortable
centres and a lot of opportunities for social
engagement during the year, in June 2017 we
launched MultiSport programme in Czech
Republic, which gives our employees the
chance to visit one of almost 1000 sport and
relax centres across the country every day. It
is a way how to help them to find a positive
work-life balance and support their vitality
and health. It is our aim to make our people
happier and healthier and it will always pay off.

MANAGEMENT
BOARD
Andrew Quirke
Managing
Director

BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT
Andrew Quirke
Commercial
Director

CLAIMS
UNDERWRITING
FINANCE
Mirka Izáková Allan LaGrange Jirí Voborník
Claims
Underwriting
Finance
Manager CEE
Director
Manager CEE

IT SYSTEMS
Pavel Tempír
Technology
Director

REPORTING
MARKETING
Katerina Tichá Vojtech Ružicka
Reporting
Marketing
Manager CEE Manager CEE
o

Country

Country
Graphic Designer
Country

Social Media
Specialists

Country

United Kingdom

Invoicing

VBA

In-depth industry knowledge is the key to
providing clients with the most suitable
solutions and the finest service. The Group’s
leading managers have worked for many years
for other companies from the automotive
and/or insurance sectors.

Our key managers have years of experience and
market-knowledge and have built an extensive
network of key players in the European auto
market.
They help us achieve our vision.

Andrew has over 20 years of experience in
automotive insurance companies in CEE. He is in
charge of strategy and executive
management of DIG and DSG and
leads the whole Group’s key
account management team
as commercial director.

Pavel has over 15 years of experience with IT

Allan has 28 years of experience in Canada and

systems, data mining and analysis gained from

European insurance and reinsurance markets,

various employments at banks in

focused for the past 10 years in CEE

the USA, UK insurance company

automotive special risks.

and most recently at DEFEND.

Miroslava has over 18 years of experience in

Jirí has more than 12 years of experience in

finance and reporting in insurance agencies and

claims handling and repair shop management.

insurance companies and

Currently he leads all claim

currently leads the Group’s

specialists in the region.

finance teams in the region.

Gabriela has over 10 years of experience in sales

Katerina has over 6 years of experience in

and key account management, specialising in

marketing and graphic design. Currently she is

warranty programs and currently

responsible for the Group’s

leads the account team in the

marketing and launching of

Czech Republic.

DEFEND SpinCar in the region.

IT AND iDEFEND, THE CORE OF OUR BUSINESS
AND A DECISIVE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE.
In 2016 and 2017 we continued in developing
our systems and new technologies and
integrating them into our business culture
and processes.
As of June 2017, compared to the 2015, we
have tripled the memory usage on our cloud
based working environment and almost
quadrupled the number of licences to our CRM
system to make it available for all employees.
This step allows us to boost the efficiency of
all internal procedures and potential business
leads.
We are pleased to announce that all phone
land lines started to be routed through a
digital switchboard in 2016 allowing us to
utilize new features like Interactive Voice
Response (IVR), call recording and virtual
international phone numbers. However, we
continually look for ways to improve quality
and reliability of our telephone services.
Our online registration system iDefend
continued to be one of our biggest
competitive advantages in the market. We
have continued in the developments of the
systems capabilities and extended the range
of features as you can see in the following
table.
System feature

Total as of
31/12/2016

Change in
2016

6
3
74
9
49
115
184
273

+1
+1
+16
+0
+1
+16
+33
+30

2016 was significant for finalizing the
development of iGard Proprietary Software
which is the dealer policy registration
software.
The software is designed to facilitate the
sales process in order to seamlessly upsell
the GardX products during the sale of a new or
used vehicle.
It excels with the user friendly and flexible
interface with access to GardX website
linked to the product details that can be
offered to customer.
Aproximately 93
dealerships were using iGard by the end of
2016 and together they registered over
27,000 contracts.
IT Security Policy
The last months however wasn’t only about
development and enlargement. We have
implemented wider IT security policy and
taken all necessary precautions to protect
our data and systems even better than ever
before. This policy contains not only software
protections against external threats but also
internal rules and procedures to be followed.
Even though we appreciate the never-ending
cycle of implementing, evaluating and
improving new and more efficient ways of
process management, we are proud of the
level we have already reached.

IN TRUTH OUR CLIENTS ARE BUYING A CLAIMS
HANDING SERVICE THAT THEY CAN TRUST.
DEFEND INSURANCE GROUP understands the
importance of earning the customer’s trust
and providing them with a meaningful and
positive experience when making a claim.
Our claims team members represent a real
difference in their approach. With specialist
for all 5 countries (Czech Republic, Slovakia,
Hungary, Poland and UK), the claims team is
there to assist customers when they need it
and to help guide them through the process.
We exhaustively check all avenues of enquiry
to ensure that clams are handled as fairly and
speedily as possible and customers can
expect a prompt and qualified service.
In taking account of the other side, we aim to
settle genuine claims promptly so we can
focus on potentially fraudulent and
exaggerated claims, to the benefits of
insurers, brokers and policyholders alike. In
2016 we also implemented three-stage
internal procedure for handling of claims
which allows us to pay attention to any
unusual details.
In 2016 we handled more than 3400
registered claims within 5 countries with
79% approval rate. All approved claims were
processed quickly with 90% of our claims
paid off within 1-6 days. We always strive to
create the best customer experience with
every claim made.

Complaints Handling Procedure
The DEFEND INSURANCE GROUP “Complaint
Handling Procedure” follows the latest
updates in Lloyd's guidelines for dealing with
complaints from the clients as well as third
parties. Not only are we up-to-date with our
partner insurer's requirements, but also with
the recent local regulatory demands and
ongoing changes in the UK, Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Hungary and Poland.
The „information for clients“ documents are
kept up-to-date as required by local insurance
legislation, so that our clients are made
aware of all the terms and conditions under
the insurance contract primary to signing the
contract with the insurance company.

SURVEYS SHOW THAT OUR QUALITY ACCOUNT
MANAGEMENT IS A PRIMARY REASON FOR
CHOOSING DEFEND.
DEFEND INSURANCE GROUP provides
contracted car dealers and leasing
companies with a structured management
team to support their staff through all phases
of insurance programme implementation
including training, development and on-going
back-office support.
Each account is assigned a key account
manager that acts as a single point of
contact for any product queries, claims
handling, repairer referrals, technical support
or any questions.
Programme design, new products or other
issues can be assisted by Country Managers
who are responsible for a whole region or
country.
Training and Support
When launching a new insurance product, the
key account managers schedule training for
all involved sales managers of the client and
also provide them with relevant marketing
leaflets or brochures. Should the need arise
for further individual training, our teams are
ready to prepare and schedule it upon
agreement.
Monthly sales reporting is administered by our
specialist teams in our Head Office who are
also ready to assist our clients‘ accountants
should any financial query arise.
Campaigns and Competitions
Many dealerships have agreed individual
sales campaigns.
These may include
competitions within the dealership, with
DEFEND contributing towards prizes.

Excellence in Service to Our Dealer Network
Our Key Account Managers regularly visit their
dealerships to review performance and
identify and suggest new areas of support or
improvements to drive customer satisfaction
and incremental growth.
Dealer Surveys
Our dealer surveys show that from all
potential reasons given for working with
DEFEND, the trust and relationship with our
account manager is among the top 2 reasons
in more than 60 percent of dealers.
Retention
Once a programme is established we have
experienced extremely high retention rates
and we believe this will continue to ensure our
stable and solid growth.
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CLEAR AND SIMPLE MATERIALS TO ENSURE
THE CUSTOMER IS TREATED FAIRLY.
At DEFEND INSURANCE GROUP, we strive to
achieve and consistently improve customer
satisfaction.
Our team is composed of multi-lingual
professionals who understand the divergences
between the markets and constantly adjust all
procedures and materials to fully satisfy local
needs.

With our reach and intimate knowledge of
each of the country, it is easier for our
partners to lauch any new product.
Beyond each new product there are hours of
work on comprehensive sales strategy and
POS materials which can explain the benefits
to the clients in the best way. We strive to
provide each partner with the benefit of our
professional sales training as well.

Our materials are designed not only to reflect
our corporate personality but also to meet the
needs of each partner and his customers and
do a careful and well thought-out job of
presenting each product.

Our long-term experience helps us to discover
and create new business opportunities.
Nowadays we see the opportunity in change. A
changing world where customers attitudes
are being shaped by the internet was a great
opportunity to launch new DEFEND SpinCar
merchandising platform for car dealers.

In particular, taking personal interest in each
of our partners and listening to their needs.
Making sure their staff fully understand our
products, their benefits and how they fit into
their business is the key area in which we
invest most of our time, efforts and financial
resources.

A comprehensive interactive suite of image
and video solutions that enable a dealer to
more accurately qualify a customers interest,
and thereby increase his conversion rate. It
enables customers to view the full exterior
and interior features and highlights to the
dealer those that attract the client’s attention.

PRODUCT BRANDING FOR CLIENTS CREATES
REAL LONG TERM VALUE.
The Group’s Marketing department designs
and prints new general POS materials to
distribute among the car dealerships to catch
a customer’s eye and/or provide them with
written summary of the products to take
home.
We understand that each material represents
dealer’s promise to his customers. It shows
them what they can expect from his products
and services , and it differentiates his offering
from his competitors’.
In 2016, 20% of our partners enjoyed the
benefits of custom-branded marketing
materials and policy documentation.
Branding of the products, means far greater
internal acceptance of the products; the
ability to design aspects directly suitable to
the dealer and creates customer brand
recognition and loyalty.

During the last 18 months we have continued in
our PR activities and participated in various
conferences and events which serve as a great
opportunity to meet personally our partners and
strengthen our relationships.
Of particular significance in this period has been
our entrance into B2C market launching our first
e-shop with VPS products and establishing
partnerships with mobile car washes.
Although we are still remain focused on B2B
market and building strong relationships with
the dealers, we are always seeking for a better
customer experience.
Selling our products online with application
provided by mobile car wash which can reach our
clients wherever they are and a chance to spend
their time more effectively just makes perfect
sense for us.

The whole buy-to-enjoy process is even easier
with our partners GoPay, one of the the biggest
payment gateway in CEE market, and
Smartsupp, provider of real-time website chat
box with visitors.

Future Development

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

THE WORLD OF COMMERCE IS TOO DYNAMIC
FOR ANY BUSINESS SIMPLY TO STAND STILL.
INNOVATION AND CHANGE ARE THE ORDER OF
THE DAY.
Technical change, computing and media
advances, regulations and competition are
constantly driving the finance and automotive
industries to become more and more efficient
just to maintain profitability.

DEFEND INSURANCE GROUP has a series of
developments to improve the commercial
and administrative offering. We are using
iterative customer-centric product
development processes which help to create
products that people want. Improving
customer satisfaction at the same time as
increasing dealer profit. Moreover we are
working on the efficiency and user-friendliness
of each of our processes.

MOT Insurance
In the 3Q of 2017 we will launch a new programme which has been
designed to give used car dealers’ clients additional peace of mind
- DEFEND Technical Control to cover the cost of cars failing the
biennial road worthiness test.
GAP for electric cars and hybrids.
Electric cars and hybrids are new enough to ask, how long will they
last? So far battery lifetime is far less than lifetime of classic
engine and the residual value of the car after a few years is
therefore much lower. The DEFEND team has developed a brand
new Gap line specifically designed for electric and hybrid cars.
DEFEND Gap Truck MAX and LEASE
DEFEND Gap Truck will be available in all markets. The product
includes both return to invoice (MAX) and operational leasing
(LEASE) products to satisfy all types of ownership up to 5 years.
The purchase value can be 160,000 EUR which gives brokers the
opportunity to increase their product offering to their fleet clients.
Systems development will focus on delivering Business Intelligence
(BI) solution suitable for our management team and business
partners. Investing in such technology will bring new features like
consolidation of all business relevant data into one location, near
real-time online dashboards and other data visualizations, as well
as more complex statistics of our entire portfolio.
The issuing of policies at point of sale together with reduced
document collection, including e-mailing of certificates, are both
part of our philosophy of „thinking green”. This not only contributes
to reduction in paper use but also improves efficiency.

Our actual final 2016 result saw an increase
of 26% a very successful outcome in terms of
the launch of UK & ROI and Poland in the year..
In the individual generic markets growth was
seen as follows:
Czech
Slovakia
Hungary
Poland

+24%
+105%
+85%
new start

The annual growth since the company was
founded shows the dynamic state of the
market and the management team.
Year
2013
2014
2015
2016
F/C 2017

Policy count (x1000)
29.7
58.3
65.1
82.8
115.5

We have successfully launched DEFEND
INSURANCE warranty products across the
four CEE countries and we believe the
markets of Poland (38 million people) and
Hungary (10 million people) will follow the
Czech Republic and Slovakia in terms of used
car sales to the new middle classes, providing
significant growth opportunities for our
insurance products.
We have already concluded major contracts
with Porsche Biztosításközvetítő in Hungary
and with ŠKODA AUTO in Slovakia. Aprosoft –
our distribution partner in Poland now has 4
employees managing the launch of our products
through their 800 strong IT based dealer
network; Netrisk in Hungary launched our
programmes to their 400 used car dealer
network in October and GardX who operate a
major automotive product support programme
throughout the majority of large dealer groups in
the UK are looking to expand their sales of GAP
into the region in 2017.

At a rate of growth of this magnitude it is
essential to maintain and improve the
fundamentals of the core business. This is
achieved by:
1) Continuing investment in people,
infrastructure, systems and training.
In 2016 our total investments were EUR
107,000 which included opening new offices
in Slovakia, Hungary and Poland as well as
recruiting and training an additional 10
persons.
2)
Maintaining a competitive pricing
structure throughout the region.
3) Keeping a close watch on the ratio of
headcount costs to revenue.
The ratio of direct labour costs to revenue
has decreased and our aim is to keep it
constant as the company develops.
4) Delivering high quality service to our
partners.
We are providing the dealers with a
structured management team to support
their staff through all phases of insurance
programme implementation. In 2016 we had
17 key account managers in the region to
deliver a high level of service and to
streamline internal processes, increase
productivity, and drive efficiencies within our
partners.
In the first quarter of 2017, we moved our
Headquarters to a spacious centrally located
office buildinig in Chodov, Prague. With
improved IT and space we have a facility that
will allow us to grow.
The consolidation of the shareholding means
the company is now focused on the insurance
and related business.

Group Summary:

Group Highlights:

Extension of product
range in the Czech
Republic and Slovakia
Expansion to Hungary
and set up of the
Budapest office
Launch AAA
24 Month Warranty

Extension of product
range for used trucks
Start cooperation with
CIG Pannonia in HU
Launch GAP Mini

Expansion to Poland by
acquisition of Polish
administrator
Launch Auto Palace
in CZ and SK with Gap,
Warranty and Vehicle
Protection
Launch GAP Flex

Launch GardX policy
Launch DEFEND Gap
administration in the UK for electric and hybrid
cars
Launch DEFEND Smart
Launch DEFEND
Protect in the Czech
Technical
Control
Republic
Launch warranty with
CPP (VIG) in the Czech
Republic

Launch Truck Gap
in all markets
Launch Škoda Auto in SK
and Porsche in HU

